Abstract. The performance of speech recognition systems will be improved if the corpus is organized in specialized domain and is applied in a consistent way for speech recognition in specific situations. Vietnamese dialects are various. Building of corpus for Vietnamese dialect is the first step to implement the system of dialect identification used for increasing the performance of Vietnamese recognition in general. This paper presents a method of building corpus for Vietnamese dialect identification. Vietnamese corpus VDSPEC is built with topic-based recording and tonal balance. The duration of corpus is 33.79 hours with 6 topics in total. The basic characteristics and preliminary evaluations of the corpus are also described. The statistical analysis of F0 variation showed that there are distinctions of pronunciation modality for Vietnamese tones toward Hue voice and Hanoi voice. These distinctions can be used as the important features for identifying these dialects
Introduction
To be able to carry out research on speech recognition in general and in particular on dialect identification, we need a good quality corpus which meets research requirements. For Vietnamese, some corpora exist already such as VNSPEECHCORPUS [1] , VOV (Voice of Vietnamese) Corpus [2] or VNBN (United Broadcast News corpus) [3] .
The construction of corpus can be done in several different ways. For example, using the available audio sources from radio, television, and then classify, extract the appropriate audio signals matching requirements, browse and edit the text, respectively [2] , [3] . The alternative is to perform recording environments and to select speakers based on recording scenario prepared in advance.
In dialect recognition, especially for Vietnamese language, corpus should involve the characteristics of Vietnamese language. The mentioned available corpora do not simultaneously satisfy these requirements. Therefore, building of Vietnamese corpus VDSPEC (Vietnamese Dialect Speech Corpus) was studied to meet the requirements for speech recognition and Vietnamese dialect recognition. It is known that dialect is a form of the language spoken in different regions of the country. These dialects may have distinctions of words, grammar and pronunciation modalities. For Vietnamese, researches on dialects are mainly concentrated on language approach [4] . In our research, we focus only on pronunciation modality for voices of Hanoi and Hue and the dialect identification is based on signal processing, hence the corpus does not reflect the difference of dialect words and grammar between these regions. Vietnamese is a tonal language. On the other hand, the tones of Vietnamese play a very important role in Vietnamese because they take part in the meaning of the word. The pronunciation modality of Vietnamese tones differs for different dialects. Therefore, the analysis of this pronunciation modality has an important implication in the identification and synthesis of Vietnamese dialects.
Section 2 of this paper will present the methods for building Vietnamese corpus in which different topics are recorded to take account of tonal balance for some Vietnamese dialects. Section 3 describes in detail the corpus and the statistical analysis of F0 variation of dialects in this corpus. Finally, section 4 gives conclusions and development in future.
Method for building Vietnamese corpus
There are already dialectal corpora for some languages such as English [5] , Chinese [6] , Arabic [9] , Thai [11] ... For English, FRED is really a big dialect corpus which cover 8 dialects with 2.45 million words of text and about 300 hours of speech. FRED contains data from 420 different speakers, the age of speakers included in FRED ranges from six years to 102 years. For material included in FRED, it was recorded over 30 years. The corpus permit the investigation of phenomena of non-standard morphosyntax beside analysis of phonetic or phonological details. For Chinese, there are eight major dialectal regions. The authors in [6] have built the corpus for Wu dialect belonging to eight major Chinese dialects and providing information at four levels: phonetic level, lexicon level, language level and acoustic decoder level.
Our corpus is built mainly for the first step research on dialect identification of Vietnamese and the corpus's target is more modest and meets the basic criteria. The corpus is built to cover a relative large range of topics, text contents ensure tonal balance, gender equilibrium for speakers, speakers are selected so that they possess local accent and their voices are steady, low noise for recording environment. For a corpus, there are two ways for recording: spontaneous speech and read speech. To be more active, we have chosen read speech for recording.
The building of Vietnamese corpus is done in two stages. Stage 1 includes compilation, collection and classification of documents by topic; performing adjustments to ensure tone balance in the prepared text. Next, in stage 2, recording is performed using specialized equipment with selected environment. The following is description in detail for these stages.
The topics are selected from electronic documents. The words of these topics need to be counted to ensure tone balance. Tone balance means that the appearance probability of six tones is the same in quantity (about 717 words for each tone). This procedure is conducted automatically with the support of software or manually.
The topics include life sciences, business, law, cars, motorcycles, texts are collected from electronic media VnExpress. 150 sentences containing 4333 syllables have been collected, classified and selected.
The selection of speakers have a significant impact on the quality of obtained voice. Speakers are chosen so that they speak with the local accent. The average age of speakers is 21 year old. At this age, voice quality is steady with full features for local voice. The recording is also held in different sections to cover the voice variability of human being.
Audio is recorded as standard PCM, uncompressed, with sampling frequency of 16 KHz, 16 bits per sample with one channel (mono).
Results
The corpus consists of 50 male voices and the same for female voices. There are two main dialects of Vietnamese for the corpus. The number of northern dialect speaker is 50 and the same speaker number for middle dialect. For each dialect, the number of male voices is equal to the number of female voices. In our case, northern dialect is Hanoi voice and middle dialect is Hue voice. For a topic, each speaker reads 25 sentences in total. The number of recorded sentences is 15000 (100 speakers and 150 sentences for a speaker). The corpus capacity is 3.62GB and total duration is 33.79 hours. For level tone, F0 variation is rather small at around the mid level for both dialects. For Hanoi voice, rising tone starts as mid and then rises but for Hue voice the difference between starting and ending values for F0 is smaller than Hanoi voice.
For low-falling tone, F0 starts low-mid and falls monotonously. With heavy tone, F0 starts mid or low-mid and rapidly falls at the end for Hanoi voice. For asking tone (falling rising tone), F0 goes down and has a tendency to goes up at the end with Hanoi voice. With broken tone, F0 falls down, maybe is broken before going up for Hanoi voice. In general, F0 of tones for Hue voices has tendency to go down monotonously as low-falling or heavy tones for Hanoi voices. To determine the signal-to-noise ratio of VDSPEC, the influence of background noise on speech signal is assumed to have properties of addition noise. This assumption is consistent with the actual condition in the recording studio. Therefore, the determination of signal-to-noise ratio is the following. During silence, which means no voice and there is only background noise, the noise power will be calculated according to the following formula: ∑
where P N is short time power for the background noise, N is window length, b(n) is background noise. With the sampling frequency 16000 Hz, N is selected by 256. Being based on assumptions of addition noise, the spectrum subtraction method has been implemented and we get the clean speech signal. The power of clean speech signal is calculated as follows: ∑
Where is short time power of clean speech signal x(n). Finally. the signal-tonoise ratio in dB will be: According to the mentioned method, the signal-to-noise ratio of the corpus VDSPEC was determined and the average value of this ratio is approximately 35 dB. This value is perfectly appropriate for dialect identification and speech recognition systems.
Conclusions and development
This paper presents the methods and results of building a new corpus for Vietnamese taking account of tonal balance for speech recognition and Vietnamese dialect identification. The statistical analysis for the variation of fundamental frequency shows that there are distinctions in pronunciation modality of tones for Hue and Hanoi voices. These distinctions can be used as the important features in combination with other features for identifying the dialects. Our corpus will be served not only for research on dialect identification but also for Vietnamese synthesis. This corpus can be developed more completely by adding different voices and other Vietnamese dialects in the near future.
